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Welcome! Thanks for downloading this guide!

You picked a wonderful day to start growing your eCommerce

store.

Here’s how this guide can help you

The best way to get started growing your eCommerce store is to

start by answering two questions:

1. What are your business goals?

2. What precise aspects are most troubling to you?

A list of tools alone— like what you just downloaded— can be fun

to read through, but without understanding your goals and the
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precise aspects that aremost troubling to you, the tools can’t help

you.

Think of it like this: a hammer alone is just a tool, it won’t help you

build anything. But by knowing your goal (“Hang up a painting!”)

and the things that are troubling you (“How do I get a nail into the

wall?”, “How do I make sure the painting is level?”), you’re able to

pick the tool(s) that can best help you accomplish your goal.

Likewise, when it comes to your eCommerce store, it’s important

to answer those two questions:

1. What are your business goals?

2. What precise aspects are most troubling to you?

Close your eyes and think about your business. What do you

see? What type of customers are you working with? What are

you selling? How peaceful do you feel about yourself and your

business?

Together, those topics help you understand your goals for your

business:
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• The type of customers you want to attract

• The products you’re selling

• The overall state of your business

Now, taking a step backwards from that, it’s important to under-

stand the precise aspects that are the most troubling to you.

• How do get your website found online?

• Howdo you optimize your product pages to get organic traf-

fic?

• What keywords should you be focusing on?

• What link building strategiesmake sense for your business?

• and, most importantly: how will you know if this all is
working?

As you identify your business goals and the precise aspects that

aremost troubling to you— the questions you’re trying to answer

— then a list of tools becomesmore valuable.

Just like in our carpenter example, a hammer alone isn’t useful.

A hammer is a tool. Once you understand your goal (“Hang a
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photo!”) and your problem (“Get a nail into thewall!”), you’re able

to pick the tool that makes the most sense for this job .

So, before you read on, take a few moments to think about your

overall business goals and the specific problems that you’re run-

ning into in your business.

As you read through these tools, think about your business. What

problems are you trying to solve? What goals are you trying to

achieve? How can you use these systems to help you solve those

problems and achieve those goals?

And, as always, if you have any questions, you can send me an

email
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On-Site Optimization Factors

When it comes to on-site optimization factors, there are a few

factors you want to pay attention to:

• Keyword in Page Title

• Keyword in URL

• Keyword in Page Headline

• Word Count on Page

• Instances of Keyword on Page

Each of these factors is a primary factor that influences a page’s

ability to rank through on-site optimization.
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Keyword in Page Title

Your page title is like the headline of your newspaper. The head-

line tells the search engines and visitors what your page is about.

If youwere reading anewspaper and cameacross two storieswith

the same title, you’d be confused. If you — or a search engine —

come across two pages on a site with the same page title, you’d be

confused. “Is this the same content? What’s going on?”

When creating a page title, Google weights the keywords

contained in a page title left to right. That means that keywords

that are closer to the start of the page title aremore relevant than

keywords towards the end of the URL.

When optimizing a page title for a specific keyword, if you’re able

to include the keyword closer to the start of the page title, it’ll be

slightly more effective and relevant.

If you want to SEO your page titles, I’ll share the secret with you:

Do a google search for your topic, scroll to the bottom, and look

at related searches. Google is giving you the exact phrases people

use to find that topic. If one phrase looks appropriate, use it in
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your page title. Same with the auto complete Google uses as you

type

Keyword in URL

When looking at the Page URL, you’re interested in seeing if the

page URL includes your keyword.

Point of reference: the ‘page URL’ is the full URL for the domain.

The ‘PageURLSlug’ is thepart of theURL that comesafter thePage

Domain.

Here’s an example.

We have the URL:

https://doubleyourecommerce.com/pages/shopify-

traffic-guide

For this URL:
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• ThePageURL ishttps://doubleyourecommerce.com/pages/shopify-

traffic-guide

• The Page Domain is https://doubleyourecommerce.com/

• The Page URL Slug is /shopify-traffic-guide/

For your URLs, we’re interested in the Page URL Slug. If the page

you’re looking at is the root page (homepage) of the site, you’ll

want to use the Page URL.

You want to make sure that the Page URL or Page URL Slug con-

tains the keyword (or keyword phrase) you’re targeting.

Keyword in Page Headline

If the Page Title is the name of the story, the headline is the title

sentence. The headline is what gets visitors reading and moves

them further down the page into the content itself.

You want your headline to contain the keyword that you’re opti-

mizing for. If you’re creating a page about Red Ladies Shoes, then

the headline should include the phrase Red Ladies Shoes.
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If your headline does not contain that relevant phrase, you’ll con-

fuse your visitors (“I thought this pagewas aboutRed Ladies Shoes

Tickets…?”) and confuse search engines visiting your site (they’ll

be gettingmixed signals about what the page is about).

Word Count on Page

This is an importantmetric to consider whenwe think about both

the experience for the visitor and the experience for a search en-

gine.

The type of page that our visitor wants to find has high-quality,

relevant content that answers the visitors questions or directs

them tomore relevant resources. It hasmore content, not less.

Likewise, the type of page that a search engine wants to see is

content richwith a good amount of unique text, images, and links

pointing out to other pages and other websites.

Whenyou thinkabout creating content for yourwebsite, youwant

to focus on creating high-quality, relevant content with a good

word count.
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Howmany words should you include?

It’s hard to say. What we can do is assess the relative number of

words that you need on your page to compete.

By looking at thenumber ofwords on the page, you can see, specif-

ically, how your competitors stack up. And from that, you can see

howmany words you should target writing for your page.

Instances of Keyword on Page

One level deeper than just word count is the question ‘how often

is a keyword used on this page?’

There’s a limit to the number of times that you want to include

your target keyword in the content. You want the content to ap-

pearnatural, but ‘natural’ is ahardquality to shoot for. Howmany

times would a keyword ‘naturally’ be included in a page?

Hard to say.

What I advise is looking at the competing pages (The #1, #2, and

#10 ranking sites) for your keyword and seeing how many times

they include your target keyword in the content on their page.
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Thiswill give youaballparknumber to target for ‘number of times

to include the keyword’ when creating or optimizing your con-

tent.
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Off-Site Optimization Factors

The #1 most important off-site ranking factor for your website is

the number of unique, relevant, high-quality domains you have

linking to your site. Full stop. That is the primary metric that

matters the most.

For a given keyword, onsite optimization can only take you so

far. To truly compete, you need to be consistently earning high-

quality, relevant links from sites in your industry through rela-

tionship building and outreach campaigns.

Howdoyoubuild links? ForaneCommerce store likeRIPTApparel,

I recommend two types of campaigns:

1. Study Your Competitors — Identify the high-value sites

that are linking to your competitors and, branching out
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from there, identify how you can get links from the same

(or similar) sites.

2. Blogger Reviews — Bloggers are always excited to write a

review for a product they get for free. Especially if you

pair thiswith a discount code for their audience, an affiliate

code, or a giveaway.
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Link Building Strategies

Beyond on-site SEO, the major issue that you’re facing is a lack of

high-quality, relevant links from 3rd party websites. If you can

get more links, you’ll appears more often and higher up in search

results.

Google treats links from relevant, high-quality, recently updated

websites as votes of confidence in yourwebsite. These votes (links)

in turn help you rank higher in Google search results. A question

that clients often ask is “If I own a ‘boring’ business, how will I be

able to earn links to my website? There’s nothing notable about

my business!” But how should you do this? How should a (pardon

the term) ’boring business’ best earn links to their website.

In the interest of giving you inspiration on strategies that you

can follow to earn links, here are a selection of marketing and
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business strategies that I recommend that canhelp youearnmore

links to your website.

There’s a few strategies that I’ll review here that you could deploy,

over the next 3 months to add new links to your website:

• Ask Friends & Family to Link to You — If you have friends,

family, or colleagues with websites, ask them to include a

link in the sidebar, within a post, or on a page pointing to

your homepage or a particular interior page on your site.

While the linkswon’t be incredibly relevant toyourbusiness,

they’ll only be a small portion of the total links pointing to

your site, so there isn’t any potential negative effects of this

ask.

• Ask Suppliers to Link to You — Are you a provider for any

suppliers? Your accessories would indicate yes. Ask them

to link to you as a ‘preferred vendor’ on their website.

• Ask Vendors to Link to You — Are you a supplier for any

smaller vendors? Ask them to link to you as a ‘preferred

supplier’ on their website.

• Community Donations—Are there local organizations that

you can contribute time, goods, or services to? Typically, if
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you ask for them to include a link back to your website in

exchange for a donation, they’ll be more than happy to do

so.

• Local Business Organizations — Are you members of any

local business organizations (Chamber of Commerce, Busi-

ness Clubs, etc)? If you ask them to link to you within your

profile or in exchange for a small sponsorship, they’ll be

more very likely to.

• Testimonials — If there are services, vendors, or suppliers

that you’ve worked with before, you can offer them an hon-

est testimonial, praising thehigh-quality of their product or

service and then ask them to include a link to your website

with the testimonial.

• Sponsor Local Organizations — Sponsoring local organiza-

tions, similar to community donations, is a very viable way

to build links, while contributing to the community. In ex-

change for sponsorship, it’s easy to ask for the site to link to

you.

• Copy Your Competitors’ Most Valuable Links — By using a

tool like LinksSpy, you’re able to identify your competitors’

most valuable links - and then copy them by emailing the
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people linking to your competitors and asking them to link

to you.

• Develop Relationships With Journalists — By identifying lo-

cal and regional journalists and bloggers writing about top-

ics related to your business (family, health, parenting, vaca-

tions, sportsmedicine, etc) and focusing on cultivating a re-

lationshipwith them, you’ll be at the top of theirmindwhen

a story that needs a relevant quote or insider perspective

is published, letting you earn high-quality editorial links to

your website.

• Launch a Scholarship — You can launch a scholarship15

(specific to your industry or generic) and then promote it

to local and regional high school, colleges, and universities,

asking them to list it on their external scholarship page. For

the low cost of the scholarship (~$500 - $1,000) and a few

days of targeted outreach to local educational institutions,

you can earn a few to a few dozen high-quality links from

educational institutions.

Together, I’m certain that over 3-5 months, you can use these
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strategies to earn links from 30-50 unique sites to your website,

giving you a significant lift in your ability to rank.

Link Building is less about the act of building a link and more

about finding an opportunity to leverage an event within or

around your company — a launch, an announcement, a question

— and use it as a promotional tool within a community to earn a

link.

As you earn links to your website, you should see a corresponding

increase in your organic traffic. This feedback loopwill be evident

as you monitor Google Analytics, but on a slight time-lag. That

is, as you earn links, it will take Google 2-6 weeks to index the

links, recalculate your ranking, and rank you higher in the search

results.
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Keyword Analysis Factors

When it comes to analyzing keywords to identify potential key-

words to target, there are a few strategies I recommend:

• First, identify keywords that are relevant to your audience

(by studying keywords you’re ranking for accidentally, key-

words your competitors are ranking for, or keywords your

target market often uses)

• Then, qualify these keywords by seeing what their search

volume is. If the search volume is too low, eliminate the

keyword.

• After that, qualify these keywords by checking the competi-

tion for those keywords. Look at the #1, #2, and #10 ranking

sites for those keywords and check to see how many refer-

ring domains they have and howwell optimized they are (in
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terms of the above on-site optimization factors). This gives

you perspective onwhat it will take to rank on the first page

(#10) or in the top two. Eliminate keywords that are too

competitive to rank for.

• Finally, you’re left with a list of keywords that are (1) rele-

vant (2) high-traffic (3)mild- tomedium-competitiveness to

rank

Link Building Tools

When it comes to building links, the best strategy is to look and see

where your competitors or similar sites in a different vertical are

building links. I use the toolMajestic.com to analyze the backlinks

for a site.

Once I have a list of the links pointing to a site, I go through a

qualification process where I:

• Eliminate all links from sites with less than 100 referring

domains (these sites are too small) and eliminate all links

from sites with more than 1,000 referring domains (these

sites are too big)
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• Eliminate all links from siteswith a domain extension other

than .com, .org, .net, or .edu.

This leaves a smaller, refined list of pre-qualified sites.

After that, I manually review these sites (using a tool like Buz-

zStream.com) and identify the type of site that a competitor is

earning a link from:

• Bloggers reviewing products?

• Fans mentioning products?

• Third party sites doing a ‘round-up’ or products?

• Discount / deal sites?

• Mention or sponsorship on a podcast?

• Something else?

To identify the categories of links that I can build to my site. Then,

I identify the most valuable type of link I can build and move
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forward to identify more sites of that type, either by analyzing

more competitors or by Googling and seeing what I can find.

Fromthere, I initiate anoutreachcampaign tobuilda relationship

with the influencer who controls that site and see if there’s an

opportunity to share somethingawesomewith their audienceand

earn a link to my site.

In the past, I’d launched scholarships for clients (and promoted

the scholarship to schools to earn .edu links) or coordinated blog-

ger review campaigns (to get our product into the hands of blog-

gers and earn links through reviews).

What matters is this:

• First, figure out who your audience is

• Second, figure out what your audience cares about and nat-

urally links to

• Third, identify where your audience congregates online (fo-

rums, podcasts, blogs, etc.)

• Fourth, create that type of content that your audience natu-

rally cares about and links to
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• Fifth, build a relationshipwith the peoplewho are gatekeep-

ers for the communities where your audience congregates

online. Find opportunities to provide value to their commu-

nities in a way that makes them look good to their audience

— and earns you a link.

Majestic, a Backlink Analyzer

Figure 0.1
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How to Use Majestic

Majestic is a backlink analyzer. It lets you see the individual links

(and unique domains) that are linking to your website… or your

competitors’ websites.

Why does this matter? At the heart of getting your eCommerce

store found online, you’ll need to get more links to your website.

• Links act as votes of confidence. Themore links you have to

your website, themore trusted your site appears in the eyes

of Google and other search engines.

• Links help customers find your store. The more links you

have, the easier it will be for your customers to find you

online.

What Questions Majestic Is Good At Answering

With Majestic, you’re able to answer a few key questions about

your (and your competitor’s) website:

• How many unique referring domains (unique websites) do

you have linking to your site?
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• Howmany uniquewebsites are linking to your competitor’s

website?

• How many unique websites are linking to the website rank-

ing 1st, 5th, or 10th for the term that you want to rank for?

I love using Majestic to answer these (andmore!) questions about

my website or my client’s websites. With this quantitative data,

you’re able to make better decisions about where to focus your

time and attention.

Here’s an example: A client came to me wanting to know what

they would need to do to get onto the 1st page for a term specific

to their industry. Let’s just say that term is “Paleo Tacos”, because

I’m hungry and who doesn’t love tacos.

After using Majestic, we were quickly able to see some key quanti-

tative facts about their website:

• They have links from around one hundred unique websites

• The page ranking #10 (the last site on the first page of the

search results) for the term “Paleo Tacos” had links from

hundreds of unique websites.
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With just this fact in hand, we were able to make better decisions

about our Search Engine Optimization strategy.

• We knew that to rank on the first page, we’d need to be in it

for the long haul, continually adding links

• We knew that, in the short term, we needed to focus on

lower traffic, less competitive keywords that wewouldmost

easily be able to rank for, like “Paleo Taco Recipes”.
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Questions about gettingmore traffic for your
Shopify Store?

If you have questions about getting traffic for your shopify store,

you can email me at kai@doubleyourecommerce.com or tell me

more about your store and the outcomes you’re looking for here:

apply now - http://doubleyourecommerce.com/pages/apply/.
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